Political Attitudes

Political Attitudes
Concept
Political Attitudes

Political Spectrum
Concept
Political Spectrum

Items
• fnes46 - [fnes46] In politics people sometimes talk of left and right. Where would you place yourself on a scale
from 0 to 10 where 0 means the left and 10 means the right?

fnes46 - [fnes46] In politics people sometimes talk of left and right. Where would you place
yourself on a scale from 0 to 10 where 0 means the left and 10 means the right?
[fnes46] In politics people sometimes talk of left and right. Where would you place yourself on a scale from 0 to 10
where 0 means the left and 10 means the right?

Political Decision Making
Concept
Political Decision Making

Items
• fnes62 - [fnes62] I have no say in what the government and parliament decide
• fnes63 - [fnes63] Through political parties, citizens' opinions will be taken into consideration in decision-making
• fnes200 - [fnes200] Things would be better in Finland if successful corporate managers made the decisions
• fnes201 - [fnes201] Things would be better in Finland if independent experts made the decisions instead of
politicians and citizens
• fnes445 - [fnes445] Decisions made by politicians have no effect on my life
• fnes860 - [fnes860] On a scale of 0 to 10 (where 0 = worst, 10 = best), how would you rate the following
approaches to political desicion-making: Regular investigation of public opinion
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• fnes861 - [fnes861] On a scale of 0 to 10 (where 0 = worst, 10 = best), how would you rate the following
approaches to political desicion-making: Letting experts of different fields make the decisions
• fnes862 - [fnes862] On a scale of 0 to 10 (where 0 = worst, 10 = best), how would you rate the following
approaches to political desicion-making: Promoting citizen participation in and discussion on important political
decisions
• fnes863 - [fnes863] On a scale of 0 to 10 (where 0 = worst, 10 = best), how would you rate the following
approaches to political desicion-making: Letting elected politicians make the decisions
• fnes1076 - [fnes1076] Zero means that citizens should make important political decisions and ten means that
politicians elected by the people should make the important decisions. Where would you place yourself on this
scale?
• fnes1077 - [fnes1077] Zero means that politicians elected by the people should make important political
decisions and ten means that politically impartial experts should make the important decisions. Where would you
place yourself on this scale?
• fnes1078 - [fnes1078] Zero means that politically impartial experts should make important political decisions and
ten means that citizens should make the important decisions. Where would you place yourself on this scale?

fnes62 - [fnes62] I have no say in what the government and parliament decide
[fnes62] I have no say in what the government and parliament decide

fnes63 - [fnes63] Through political parties, citizens' opinions will be taken into consideration
in decision-making
[fnes63] Through political parties, citizens' opinions will be taken into consideration in decision-making

fnes200 - [fnes200] Things would be better in Finland if successful corporate managers made
the decisions
[fnes200] Things would be better in Finland if successful corporate managers made the decisions

fnes201 - [fnes201] Things would be better in Finland if independent experts made the
decisions instead of politicians and citizens
[fnes201] Things would be better in Finland if independent experts made the decisions instead of politicians and
citizens

fnes445 - [fnes445] Decisions made by politicians have no effect on my life
[fnes445] Decisions made by politicians have no effect on my life
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fnes860 - [fnes860] On a scale of 0 to 10 (where 0 = worst, 10 = best), how would you rate
the following approaches to political desicion-making: Regular investigation of public opinion
[fnes860] On a scale of 0 to 10 (where 0 = worst, 10 = best), how would you rate the following approaches to
political desicion-making: Regular investigation of public opinion

fnes861 - [fnes861] On a scale of 0 to 10 (where 0 = worst, 10 = best), how would you rate
the following approaches to political desicion-making: Letting experts of different fields make the
decisions
[fnes861] On a scale of 0 to 10 (where 0 = worst, 10 = best), how would you rate the following approaches to
political desicion-making: Letting experts of different fields make the decisions

fnes862 - [fnes862] On a scale of 0 to 10 (where 0 = worst, 10 = best), how would you rate
the following approaches to political desicion-making: Promoting citizen participation in and
discussion on important political decisions
[fnes862] On a scale of 0 to 10 (where 0 = worst, 10 = best), how would you rate the following approaches to
political desicion-making: Promoting citizen participation in and discussion on important political decisions

fnes863 - [fnes863] On a scale of 0 to 10 (where 0 = worst, 10 = best), how would you rate
the following approaches to political desicion-making: Letting elected politicians make the
decisions
[fnes863] On a scale of 0 to 10 (where 0 = worst, 10 = best), how would you rate the following approaches to
political desicion-making: Letting elected politicians make the decisions

fnes1076 - [fnes1076] Zero means that citizens should make important political decisions and
ten means that politicians elected by the people should make the important decisions. Where
would you place yourself on this scale?
[fnes1076] Zero means that citizens should make important political decisions and ten means that politicians
elected by the people should make the important decisions. Where would you place yourself on this scale?
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fnes1077 - [fnes1077] Zero means that politicians elected by the people should make
important political decisions and ten means that politically impartial experts should make the
important decisions. Where would you place yourself on this scale?
[fnes1077] Zero means that politicians elected by the people should make important political decisions and ten
means that politically impartial experts should make the important decisions. Where would you place yourself on
this scale?

fnes1078 - [fnes1078] Zero means that politically impartial experts should make important
political decisions and ten means that citizens should make the important decisions. Where
would you place yourself on this scale?
[fnes1078] Zero means that politically impartial experts should make important political decisions and ten means
that citizens should make the important decisions. Where would you place yourself on this scale?

Political Parties-Government
Concept
Political Parties-Government

Items
• fnes64 - [fnes64] It doesn't really matter which parties form the government, policy decisions will be the same

fnes64 - [fnes64] It doesn't really matter which parties form the government, policy decisions
will be the same
[fnes64] It doesn't really matter which parties form the government, policy decisions will be the same

Referendums
Concept
Referendums

Items
• fnes65 - [fnes65] Important political questions should more frequently be decided by a referendum
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• fnes397 - [fnes397] Results of a referendum should be binding

fnes65 - [fnes65] Important political questions should more frequently be decided by a
referendum
[fnes65] Important political questions should more frequently be decided by a referendum

fnes397 - [fnes397] Results of a referendum should be binding
[fnes397] Results of a referendum should be binding

Political Leaders
Concept
Political Leaders

Items
• fnes109 - [fnes109] It is people's own business whether they want to use their right to vote or not

fnes109 - [fnes109] It is people's own business whether they want to use their right to vote
or not
[fnes109] It is people's own business whether they want to use their right to vote or not

Members of Parliament
Concept
Members of Parliament

Items
• fnes169 - [fnes169] Those elected to Parliament soon lose touch with problems of ordinary people
• fnes170 - [fnes170] Politicians are not interested in the opinions of ordinary people
• fnes198 - [fnes198] members of parliament would help our country more if they stopped talking and started
concentrating on solving real problems
• fnes742 - [fnes742] Members of parliament ought to have higher education than the population in general
• fnes743 - [fnes743] Members of parliament should first and foremost be experts in their own field
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• fnes744 - [fnes744] Members of parliament ought to follow closely the views of their voters and promote
corresponding policies
• fnes745 - [fnes745] Members of parliament ought to act in best interest of the people, using their own
judgement
• fnes839 - [fnes839] How should a member of parliament vote in parliament: If the voters in his/her constituency
have one opinion and his/her party takes a different position?
• fnes840 - [fnes840] How should a member of parliament vote in parliament: If his/her own opinion on an issue
does not correspond with the opinion of the voters in his/her constituency?
• fnes841 - [fnes841] How should a member of parliament vote in parliament: If his/her own opinion on an issue
does not correspond with his/her party's position?

fnes169 - [fnes169] Those elected to Parliament soon lose touch with problems of ordinary
people
[fnes169] Those elected to Parliament soon lose touch with problems of ordinary people

fnes170 - [fnes170] Politicians are not interested in the opinions of ordinary people
[fnes170] Politicians are not interested in the opinions of ordinary people

fnes198 - [fnes198] members of parliament would help our country more if they stopped
talking and started concentrating on solving real problems
[fnes198] members of parliament would help our country more if they stopped talking and started concentrating
on solving real problems

fnes742 - [fnes742] Members of parliament ought to have higher education than the
population in general
[fnes742] Members of parliament ought to have higher education than the population in general

fnes743 - [fnes743] Members of parliament should first and foremost be experts in their own
field
[fnes743] Members of parliament should first and foremost be experts in their own field
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fnes744 - [fnes744] Members of parliament ought to follow closely the views of their voters
and promote corresponding policies
[fnes744] Members of parliament ought to follow closely the views of their voters and promote corresponding
policies

fnes745 - [fnes745] Members of parliament ought to act in best interest of the people, using
their own judgement
[fnes745] Members of parliament ought to act in best interest of the people, using their own judgement

fnes839 - [fnes839] How should a member of parliament vote in parliament: If the voters in
his/her constituency have one opinion and his/her party takes a different position?
[fnes839] How should a member of parliament vote in parliament: If the voters in his/her constituency have one
opinion and his/her party takes a different position?

fnes840 - [fnes840] How should a member of parliament vote in parliament: If his/her own
opinion on an issue does not correspond with the opinion of the voters in his/her constituency?
[fnes840] How should a member of parliament vote in parliament: If his/her own opinion on an issue does not
correspond with the opinion of the voters in his/her constituency?

fnes841 - [fnes841] How should a member of parliament vote in parliament: If his/her own
opinion on an issue does not correspond with his/her party's position?
[fnes841] How should a member of parliament vote in parliament: If his/her own opinion on an issue does not
correspond with his/her party's position?

Compromises
Concept
Compromises

Items
• fnes199 - [fnes199] What making compromises in politics really means is selling one's principles
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fnes199 - [fnes199] What making compromises in politics really means is selling one's
principles
[fnes199] What making compromises in politics really means is selling one's principles

Government-Entrepreneurial Values
Concept
Government-Entrepreneurial Values

Items
• fnes202 - [fnes202] The Finnish government would function better if it were managed like an enterprise

fnes202 - [fnes202] The Finnish government would function better if it were managed like an
enterprise
[fnes202] The Finnish government would function better if it were managed like an enterprise

Political Campaigns-Campaign Funding
Concept
Political Campaigns-Campaign Funding

Items
• fnes204 - [fnes204] There ought to be an upper limit to political campaign expenditure

fnes204 - [fnes204] There ought to be an upper limit to political campaign expenditure
[fnes204] There ought to be an upper limit to political campaign expenditure

Politics
Concept
Politics
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Items
• fnes231 - [fnes231] Personalisation of politics is mainly a good thing

fnes231 - [fnes231] Personalisation of politics is mainly a good thing
[fnes231] Personalisation of politics is mainly a good thing

Government-Political Parties
Concept
Government-Political Parties

Items
• fnes232 - [fnes232] The government should comprise either only bourgeois parties or only left-wing parties

fnes232 - [fnes232] The government should comprise either only bourgeois parties or only
left-wing parties
[fnes232] The government should comprise either only bourgeois parties or only left-wing parties

Members of Parliament-Voting
Concept
Members of Parliament-Voting

Items
• fnes233 - [fnes233] Members of parliament ought to vote in parliament according to their own views and not
according to the party line

fnes233 - [fnes233] Members of parliament ought to vote in parliament according to their
own views and not according to the party line
[fnes233] Members of parliament ought to vote in parliament according to their own views and not according to
the party line
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NATO
Concept
NATO

Items
• fnes234 - [fnes234] Finland's NATO membership should have been discussed during the election campaign so
that voters would have known the policy of each party on this issue
• fnes235 - [fnes235] The issue of Finland's NATO membership is so complicated that we can leave the decisions to
political leaders

fnes234 - [fnes234] Finland's NATO membership should have been discussed during the
election campaign so that voters would have known the policy of each party on this issue
[fnes234] Finland's NATO membership should have been discussed during the election campaign so that voters
would have known the policy of each party on this issue

fnes235 - [fnes235] The issue of Finland's NATO membership is so complicated that we can
leave the decisions to political leaders
[fnes235] The issue of Finland's NATO membership is so complicated that we can leave the decisions to political
leaders

Education-Bilingualism
Concept
Education-Bilingualism

Items
• fnes236 - [fnes236] Studying Swedish should be voluntary at all levels of the education system

fnes236 - [fnes236] Studying Swedish should be voluntary at all levels of the education
system
[fnes236] Studying Swedish should be voluntary at all levels of the education system
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Immigration
Concept
Immigration

Items
• fnes274 - [fnes274] Refugees and immigrants should be entitled to the same social security benefits as the Finns
even when they do not have Finnish citizenship
• fnes275 - [fnes275] Immigration poses a serious threat to Finland's unique national culture
• fnes457 - [fnes457] In the coming years, Finland should actively seek labour force from abroad
• fnes467 - [fnes467] Are the difficulties immigrants are experiencing in adapting to the Finnish society caused
more by the Finns or by the immigrants themselves?
• fnes864 - [fnes864] On a scale of 0 to 10 (where 0 = should be strongly decreased, 10 = should be strongly
increased), what do you think about increasing or decreasing work-related immigration, that is, migration to
Finland for work?
• fnes1017 - [fnes1017] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues?
The government should primarily look after the welfare of native Finns

fnes274 - [fnes274] Refugees and immigrants should be entitled to the same social security
benefits as the Finns even when they do not have Finnish citizenship
[fnes274] Refugees and immigrants should be entitled to the same social security benefits as the Finns even when
they do not have Finnish citizenship

fnes275 - [fnes275] Immigration poses a serious threat to Finland's unique national culture
[fnes275] Immigration poses a serious threat to Finland's unique national culture

fnes457 - [fnes457] In the coming years, Finland should actively seek labour force from
abroad
[fnes457] In the coming years, Finland should actively seek labour force from abroad

fnes467 - [fnes467] Are the difficulties immigrants are experiencing in adapting to the Finnish
society caused more by the Finns or by the immigrants themselves?
[fnes467] Are the difficulties immigrants are experiencing in adapting to the Finnish society caused more by the
Finns or by the immigrants themselves?
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fnes864 - [fnes864] On a scale of 0 to 10 (where 0 = should be strongly decreased, 10 =
should be strongly increased), what do you think about increasing or decreasing work-related
immigration, that is, migration to Finland for work?
[fnes864] On a scale of 0 to 10 (where 0 = should be strongly decreased, 10 = should be strongly increased), what
do you think about increasing or decreasing work-related immigration, that is, migration to Finland for work?

fnes1017 - [fnes1017] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about
current political issues? The government should primarily look after the welfare of native Finns
[fnes1017] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues? The
government should primarily look after the welfare of native Finns

Political Decision Making-Members Of Parliament
Concept
Political Decision Making-Members Of Parliament

Items
• fnes331 - [fnes331] It is important that members of parliament thoroughly discuss and debate issues before
decision-making

fnes331 - [fnes331] It is important that members of parliament thoroughly discuss and
debate issues before decision-making
[fnes331] It is important that members of parliament thoroughly discuss and debate issues before decision-making

Government
Concept
Government

Items
• fnes333 - [fnes333] Most people have enough sense to tell whether the government is doing a good job
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fnes333 - [fnes333] Most people have enough sense to tell whether the government is doing
a good job
[fnes333] Most people have enough sense to tell whether the government is doing a good job

International Politics
Concept
International Politics

Items
• fnes334 - [fnes334] Finland should reinforce Nordic co-operation
• fnes1021 - [fnes1021] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues?
Finland is too eager to meet the EU's environment and climate goals

fnes334 - [fnes334] Finland should reinforce Nordic co-operation
[fnes334] Finland should reinforce Nordic co-operation

fnes1021 - [fnes1021] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about
current political issues? Finland is too eager to meet the EU's environment and climate goals
[fnes1021] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues? Finland is too
eager to meet the EU's environment and climate goals

International Politics-European Union
Concept
International Politics-European Union

Items
• fnes335 - [fnes335] Finland should leave the EU

fnes335 - [fnes335] Finland should leave the EU
[fnes335] Finland should leave the EU
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Artificial insemination-Human Rights
Concept
Artificial insemination-Human Rights

Items
• fnes454 - [fnes454] Every woman should have the right to artificial insemination
• fnes455 - [fnes455] Only heterosexuals in a permanent relationship should have the right to artificial
insemination

fnes454 - [fnes454] Every woman should have the right to artificial insemination
[fnes454] Every woman should have the right to artificial insemination

fnes455 - [fnes455] Only heterosexuals in a permanent relationship should have the right to
artificial insemination
[fnes455] Only heterosexuals in a permanent relationship should have the right to artificial insemination

Artificial insemination-Public Services
Concept
Artificial insemination-Public Services

Items
• fnes456 - [fnes456] Artificial insemination should be publicly funded like other health care

fnes456 - [fnes456] Artificial insemination should be publicly funded like other health care
[fnes456] Artificial insemination should be publicly funded like other health care
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Conditions of Employment-Wages
Concept
Conditions of Employment-Wages

Items
• fnes458 - [fnes458] Even more than now, it should be possible at workplaces to have local bargaining on pay and
conditions of employment

fnes458 - [fnes458] Even more than now, it should be possible at workplaces to have local
bargaining on pay and conditions of employment
[fnes458] Even more than now, it should be possible at workplaces to have local bargaining on pay and conditions
of employment

Regional Development
Concept
Regional Development

Items
• fnes459 - [fnes459] The whole area of Finland should be kept populated even if it meant great financial sacrifices
to society
• fnes732 - [fnes732] To reduce integral migration to the capital area we must transfer more government jobs to
other regions in Finland
• fnes1020 - [fnes1020] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues?
Efforts should be made to keep all of Finland populated, regardless of the costs

fnes459 - [fnes459] The whole area of Finland should be kept populated even if it meant
great financial sacrifices to society
[fnes459] The whole area of Finland should be kept populated even if it meant great financial sacrifices to society
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fnes732 - [fnes732] To reduce integral migration to the capital area we must transfer more
government jobs to other regions in Finland
[fnes732] To reduce integral migration to the capital area we must transfer more government jobs to other regions
in Finland

fnes1020 - [fnes1020] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about
current political issues? Efforts should be made to keep all of Finland populated, regardless of
the costs
[fnes1020] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues? Efforts
should be made to keep all of Finland populated, regardless of the costs

Justice-Judicial System-Equality
Concept
Justice-Judicial System-Equality

Items
• fnes460 - [fnes460] Finnish judicial system treats all citizens fairly

fnes460 - [fnes460] Finnish judicial system treats all citizens fairly
[fnes460] Finnish judicial system treats all citizens fairly

Sexual Services-Offences
Concept
Sexual Services-Offences

Items
• fnes461 - [fnes461] Buying sexual services should be made punishable by law

fnes461 - [fnes461] Buying sexual services should be made punishable by law
[fnes461] Buying sexual services should be made punishable by law
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Adoption
Concept
Adoption

Items
• fnes462 - [fnes462] Same-sex couples in registered partnerships should have the right to adopt children

fnes462 - [fnes462] Same-sex couples in registered partnerships should have the right to
adopt children
[fnes462] Same-sex couples in registered partnerships should have the right to adopt children

President
Concept
President

Items
• fnes466 - [fnes466] Should the office of the President of Finland be abolished?

fnes466 - [fnes466] Should the office of the President of Finland be abolished?
[fnes466] Should the office of the President of Finland be abolished?

Employment Policy
Concept
Employment Policy

Items
• fnes728 - [fnes728] I think Finland could make it easier for employers to dismiss employees provided
unemployment benefits are improved at the same time
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fnes728 - [fnes728] I think Finland could make it easier for employers to dismiss employees
provided unemployment benefits are improved at the same time
[fnes728] I think Finland could make it easier for employers to dismiss employees provided unemployment
benefits are improved at the same time

Basic Income
Concept
Basic Income

Items
• fnes729 - [fnes729] Finland should grant all citizens aged over 16 tax-free universal basic income which would
substitute basic social security benefits

fnes729 - [fnes729] Finland should grant all citizens aged over 16 tax-free universal basic
income which would substitute basic social security benefits
[fnes729] Finland should grant all citizens aged over 16 tax-free universal basic income which would substitute
basic social security benefits

Income Disparity
Concept
Income Disparity

Items
• fnes730 - [fnes730] Something should be done about increasing income disparity as it leads to inequality
between people

fnes730 - [fnes730] Something should be done about increasing income disparity as it leads
to inequality between people
[fnes730] Something should be done about increasing income disparity as it leads to inequality between people
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Public Services-Taxation
Concept
Public Services-Taxation

Items
• fnes731 - [fnes731] If we have to choose between improving public services or lowering income taxes, we must
choose lowering taxes

fnes731 - [fnes731] If we have to choose between improving public services or lowering
income taxes, we must choose lowering taxes
[fnes731] If we have to choose between improving public services or lowering income taxes, we must choose
lowering taxes

Nuclear Power
Concept
Nuclear Power

Items
• fnes733 - [fnes733] Finland should construct a sixth nuclear power plant in addition to the fifth plant currently
under construction

fnes733 - [fnes733] Finland should construct a sixth nuclear power plant in addition to the
fifth plant currently under construction
[fnes733] Finland should construct a sixth nuclear power plant in addition to the fifth plant currently under
construction

State Intervention-State Economic Control
Concept
State Intervention-State Economic Control
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Items
• fnes734 - [fnes734] The state should have a much bigger role in directing the economy than it has at present

fnes734 - [fnes734] The state should have a much bigger role in directing the economy than
it has at present
[fnes734] The state should have a much bigger role in directing the economy than it has at present

Proportional Representation
Concept
Proportional Representation

Items
• fnes739 - [fnes739] Parliament ought to be representative of the population in terms of gender
• fnes740 - [fnes740] Parliament ought to be representative of the population in terms of age
• fnes741 - [fnes741] Parliament ought to be representative of public opinion in key issues

fnes739 - [fnes739] Parliament ought to be representative of the population in terms of
gender
[fnes739] Parliament ought to be representative of the population in terms of gender

fnes740 - [fnes740] Parliament ought to be representative of the population in terms of age
[fnes740] Parliament ought to be representative of the population in terms of age

fnes741 - [fnes741] Parliament ought to be representative of public opinion in key issues
[fnes741] Parliament ought to be representative of public opinion in key issues

Political Representation-Members of Parliament
Concept
Political Representation-Members of Parliament
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Items
• fnes760 - [fnes760] In your opinion, whom should an elected member of parliament primarily represent? 1st
most important
• fnes761 - [fnes761] In your opinion, whom should an elected member of parliament primarily represent? 2nd
most important
• fnes762 - [fnes762] In your opinion, whom should an elected member of parliament primarily represent? 3rd
most important
• fnes763 - [fnes763] In your opinion, whom should an elected member of parliament primarily represent? 4th
most important
• fnes764 - [fnes764] In your opinion, whom should an elected member of parliament primarily represent? 5th
most important

fnes760 - [fnes760] In your opinion, whom should an elected member of parliament
primarily represent? 1st most important
[fnes760] In your opinion, whom should an elected member of parliament primarily represent? 1st most important

fnes761 - [fnes761] In your opinion, whom should an elected member of parliament
primarily represent? 2nd most important
[fnes761] In your opinion, whom should an elected member of parliament primarily represent? 2nd most
important

fnes762 - [fnes762] In your opinion, whom should an elected member of parliament
primarily represent? 3rd most important
[fnes762] In your opinion, whom should an elected member of parliament primarily represent? 3rd most
important

fnes763 - [fnes763] In your opinion, whom should an elected member of parliament
primarily represent? 4th most important
[fnes763] In your opinion, whom should an elected member of parliament primarily represent? 4th most
important
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fnes764 - [fnes764] In your opinion, whom should an elected member of parliament
primarily represent? 5th most important
[fnes764] In your opinion, whom should an elected member of parliament primarily represent? 5th most
important

Members of Parliament-Politicians
Concept
Members of Parliament-Politicians

Items
• fnes951 - [fnes951] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? Elected politicians
are the best people to lead Finland

fnes951 - [fnes951] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Elected politicians are the best people to lead Finland
[fnes951] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? Elected politicians are the best
people to lead Finland

Political Decision Making-Referendums
Concept
Political Decision Making-Referendums

Items
• fnes952 - [fnes952] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? In important
political questions, citizens must have the final say
• fnes953 - [fnes953] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? Citizens must be
heard before any important political decisions are made

fnes952 - [fnes952] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
In important political questions, citizens must have the final say
[fnes952] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? In important political questions,
citizens must have the final say
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fnes953 - [fnes953] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Citizens must be heard before any important political decisions are made
[fnes953] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? Citizens must be heard before
any important political decisions are made

Voting-Civic Engagement
Concept
Voting-Civic Engagement

Items
• fnes955 - [fnes955] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? Citizens must
influence the direction of politics primarily by voting in elections

fnes955 - [fnes955] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Citizens must influence the direction of politics primarily by voting in elections
[fnes955] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? Citizens must influence the
direction of politics primarily by voting in elections

State Intervention-Income Disparity
Concept
State Intervention-Income Disparity

Items
• fnes978 - [fnes978] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: The Government
should take measures to reduce differences in income levels.

fnes978 - [fnes978] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement:
The Government should take measures to reduce differences in income levels.
[fnes978] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: The Government should take
measures to reduce differences in income levels.
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Political Opinions-Political Socialization
Concept
Political Opinions-Political Socialization

Items
• fnes997 - [fnes997] How significant have the following been in shaping your political opinions? Childhood home
• fnes998 - [fnes998] How significant have the following been in shaping your political opinions? School or
educational institution
• fnes999 - [fnes999] How significant have the following been in shaping your political opinions? Friends
• fnes1000 - [fnes1000] How significant have the following been in shaping your political opinions? Workplaces
• fnes1001 - [fnes1001] How significant have the following been in shaping your political opinions? Spouse/partner
• fnes1002 - [fnes1002] How significant have the following been in shaping your political opinions? Own children

fnes997 - [fnes997] How significant have the following been in shaping your political
opinions? Childhood home
[fnes997] How significant have the following been in shaping your political opinions? Childhood home

fnes998 - [fnes998] How significant have the following been in shaping your political
opinions? School or educational institution
[fnes998] How significant have the following been in shaping your political opinions? School or educational
institution

fnes999 - [fnes999] How significant have the following been in shaping your political
opinions? Friends
[fnes999] How significant have the following been in shaping your political opinions? Friends

fnes1000 - [fnes1000] How significant have the following been in shaping your political
opinions? Workplaces
[fnes1000] How significant have the following been in shaping your political opinions? Workplaces
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fnes1001 - [fnes1001] How significant have the following been in shaping your political
opinions? Spouse/partner
[fnes1001] How significant have the following been in shaping your political opinions? Spouse/partner

fnes1002 - [fnes1002] How significant have the following been in shaping your political
opinions? Own children
[fnes1002] How significant have the following been in shaping your political opinions? Own children

Education
Concept
Education

Items
• fnes1018 - [fnes1018] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues?
Increasing the duration of compulsory education is a good way to prevent the marginalisation of young people

fnes1018 - [fnes1018] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about
current political issues? Increasing the duration of compulsory education is a good way to
prevent the marginalisation of young people
[fnes1018] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues? Increasing
the duration of compulsory education is a good way to prevent the marginalisation of young people

Taxation
Concept
Taxation

Items
• fnes1019 - [fnes1019] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues?
Because of tax progression, income taxation in Finland is too harsh, particularly for incomes above the average
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fnes1019 - [fnes1019] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about
current political issues? Because of tax progression, income taxation in Finland is too harsh,
particularly for incomes above the average
[fnes1019] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues? Because of
tax progression, income taxation in Finland is too harsh, particularly for incomes above the average

Wages Policy
Concept
Wages Policy

Items
• fnes1022 - [fnes1022] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues?
Wages and terms of employment should be agreed on locally without central organisations

fnes1022 - [fnes1022] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about
current political issues? Wages and terms of employment should be agreed on locally without
central organisations
[fnes1022] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues? Wages and
terms of employment should be agreed on locally without central organisations

Discrimination
Concept
Discrimination

Items
• fnes1023 - [fnes1023] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues?
Same-sex couples' right to marry is a good thing
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fnes1023 - [fnes1023] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about
current political issues? Same-sex couples' right to marry is a good thing
[fnes1023] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues? Same-sex
couples' right to marry is a good thing

Adoption-Human Rights
Concept
Adoption-Human Rights

Items
• fnes1024 - [fnes1024] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues?
Same-sex couples' right to adopt is a good thing

fnes1024 - [fnes1024] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about
current political issues? Same-sex couples' right to adopt is a good thing
[fnes1024] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues? Same-sex
couples' right to adopt is a good thing

Public Services
Concept
Public Services

Items
• fnes1025 - [fnes1025] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues?
The centralisation of social and health services into larger responsible units, the so-called SOTE reform, is a good
thing
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fnes1025 - [fnes1025] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about
current political issues? The centralisation of social and health services into larger responsible
units, the so-called SOTE reform, is a good thing
[fnes1025] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues? The
centralisation of social and health services into larger responsible units, the so-called SOTE reform, is a good thing

Economy
Concept
Economy

Items
• fnes1026 - [fnes1026] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues?
Cuts to public services are needed to balance the Finnish economy

fnes1026 - [fnes1026] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about
current political issues? Cuts to public services are needed to balance the Finnish economy
[fnes1026] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues? Cuts to
public services are needed to balance the Finnish economy

Alcohol Legislation
Concept
Alcohol Legislation

Items
• fnes1027 - [fnes1027] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues?
Alcohol legislation in Finland is too strict

fnes1027 - [fnes1027] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about
current political issues? Alcohol legislation in Finland is too strict
[fnes1027] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues? Alcohol
legislation in Finland is too strict
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Begging
Concept
Begging

Items
• fnes1028 - [fnes1028] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues?
Begging should be forbidden

fnes1028 - [fnes1028] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about
current political issues? Begging should be forbidden
[fnes1028] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues? Begging
should be forbidden

Hours of Work
Concept
Hours of Work

Items
• fnes1029 - [fnes1029] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues?
Finns must remain longer in the working life than they do now

fnes1029 - [fnes1029] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about
current political issues? Finns must remain longer in the working life than they do now
[fnes1029] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues? Finns must
remain longer in the working life than they do now

Military Service
Concept
Military Service
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Items
• fnes1030 - [fnes1030] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues?
Finland must maintain compulsory military service

fnes1030 - [fnes1030] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about
current political issues? Finland must maintain compulsory military service
[fnes1030] To what extent do you agree with the following statements about current political issues? Finland must
maintain compulsory military service
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